
THE FIRST PILE 
by 

Corbin Allardice and Edward R. Trapnell 

(Originally written in 1946, this was the first compre
hensive narrative account of the construction and 
operation of the world's first nuclear reactor. Though 
popular in approach and style, the story was written 
after extensive consultations with a number of the 
scientists directly associated with the great experi
ment, much of it being constructed from their personal 
recollections of what happened on 2 December 1942. 
The account is reprinted here by permission of the 
United States Atomic Energy Commission.) 

On 2 December 1942, man first initiated a self-
sustaining nuclear chain reaction, and controlled it. 

Beneath the West Stands of Stagg Field, Chicago, 
late in the afternoon of that day, a small group of sci
entists witnessed the advent of a new era in science. 
History was made in what had been a squash-rackets 
court. 

Precisely at 3. 25 p. m. , Chicago time, scien
tist George Weil withdrew the cadmium-plated control 
rod and by his action man unleashed and controlled the 
energy of the atom. 

As those who witnessed the experiment became 
aware of what had happened, smiles spread over their 
faces and a quiet ripple of applause could be heard. 
It was a tribute to Enrico Fermi, Nobel Prize winner, 
to whom, more than to any other person, the success 
of the experiment was due. 

Fermi, born in Rome, Italy, on 29 September 
1901, had been working with uranium for many years. 
In 1934 he bombarded uranium with neutrons and pro
duced what appeared to be element 93 (uranium is 
element 92) and element 94. However, after closer 
examination it seemed as if nature had gone wild; sev
eral other elements were present, but none could be 
fitted into the periodic table near uranium - where 
Fermi knew they should have fitted if they had been 
the transuranic elements 93 and 94. It was not until 
five years later that anyone, Fermi included, realized 
he had actually caused fission of the uranium and that 
these unexplained elements belonged back in the 
middle part of the periodic table. 

Fermi was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1938 for 
his work on transuranic elements. He and his family 
went to Sweden to receive the prize. The Italian 
Fascist press severely criticized him for not wearing 
a Fascist uniform and failing to give the Fascist salute 
when he received the award. The Fermis never r e 
turned to Italy. 

From Sweden, having taken most of his personal 
possessions with him, Fermi proceeded to London and 
thence to America where he has remained ever since. 

The modern Italian explorer of the unkown was 
in Chicago that cold December day in 1942. An out
sider looking into the squash court where Fermi was 
working would have been greeted by a strange sight. 
In the centre of the 30 by 60 foot room, shrouded on 
all but one side by a grey balloon cloth envelope, was 
a pile of black bricks and wooden timbers, square at 
the bottom and a flattened sphere on top. Up to half 
of its height, its sides were straight. The top half 
was domed, like a beehive. During the construction 
of this crude appearing but complex pile (the name 
which has since been applied to all such devices) the 
standing joke among the scientists working on it was: 
"If people could see what we're doing with a million-
and-a-half of their dollars, they'd think we are crazy. 
If they knew why we are doing it, they'd be sure we 
are. " 

In relation to the fabulous atomic bomb pro
gramme, of which the Chicago Pile experiment was 
a key part, the successful result reported on 2 Dec
ember formed one more piece for the jigsaw puzzle 
which was atomic energy. Confirmation of the chain 
reactor studies was an inspiration to the leaders of 
the bomb project, and reassuring at the same time, 
because the Army's Manhattan Engineer District had 
moved ahead on many fronts. Contract negotiations 
were under way to build production-scale nuclear 
chain reactors, land had been acquired at Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, and millions of dollars had been obligated. 

Three years before the 2 December experiment, 
it had been discovered that when an atom of uranium 
was bombarded by neutrons, the uranium atom some
times was split, or fissioned. Later, it had been 
found that when an atom of uranium fissioned, addi
tional neutrons were emitted and became available for 
further reaction with other uranium atoms. These 
facts implied the possibility of a chain reaction, sim
ilar in certain respects to the reaction which is the 
source of the sun's energy. The facts further indica
ted that if a sufficient quantity of uranium could be 
brought together under the proper conditions, a self-
sustaining chain reaction would result. This quantity 
of uranium necessary for a chain reaction under given 
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conditions is known as the critical mass, or more 
commonly, the "critical size" of the particular pile. 

For three years the problem of a self-sustaining 
chain reaction had been assiduously studied. Nearly 
a year after Pearl Harbour, a pile of critical size was 
finally constructed. It worked. A self-sustaining nu
clear chain reaction was a reality. 

Years of scientific effort and study lay behind 
this demonstration of the first self-sustaining nuclear 
chain reaction. The story goes back at least to the 
fall of 1938 when two German scientists, Otto Hahn 
and Fritz Strassmann, working at the Kaiser Wilhelm 
Institute in Berlin found barium in the residue mate
rial from an experiment in which they had bombarded 
uranium with neutrons from a radium-beryllium 
source. This discovery caused tremendous excite
ment in the laboratory because of the difference in 
atomic mass between the barium and the uranium. 
Previously, in residue material from similar experi
ments, elements other than uranium had been found, 
but they differed from the uranium by only one or two 
units of mass. The barium differed by approximately 
98 units of mass. The question was, where did this 
element come from? It appeared that the uranium 
atom when bombarded by a neutron had split into two 
different elements each of approximately half the 
mass of the uranium. 

Before publishing their work in the German sci
entific journal Die Naturwissenschaften, Hahn and 
Strassmann communicated with Lise Meitner who, 
having fled the Nazi-controlled Reich, was working 
with Niels Bohr in Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Meitner was very much interested in this phe
nomenon and immediately attempted to analyse math
ematically the results of the experiment. She 
reasoned that the barium and the other residual ele
ments were the result of a fission, or breaking, of 
the uranium atom. But when she added the atomic 
masses of the residual elements, she found this total 
was less than the atomic mass of uranium. 

There was but one explanation: the uranium 
fissioned or split, forming two elements each of ap
proximately half of its original mass, but not exactly 
half. Some of the mass of the uranium had disap
peared. Meitner and her nephew O.R. Frisch 
suggested that the mass which disappeared was con
verted into energy. According to the theory advanced 
in 1905 by Albert Einstein in which the relationship „ 
of mass to energy was stated by the equation E = mc 
(energy is equal to mass times the square of the speed 
of light), this energy release would be of the order of 
200 000 000 electron volts for each atom fissioned. 

Einstein himself, nearly thirty-five years be
fore, had said this theory might be proved by further 
study of radioactive elements. Bohr was planning a 
trip to America to discuss other problems with 

Einstein who had found a haven at Princeton's Insti
tute for Advanced Studies. Bohr came to America, 
but the principal item he discussed with Einstein was 
the report of Meitner and Frisch. Bohr arrived at 
Princeton on 16 January 1939. He talked to Einstein 
and J. A. Wheeler who had once been his student. 
From Princeton the news spread by word of mouth to 
neighbouring physicists, including Enrico Fermi at 
Columbia. Fermi and his associates immediately 
began work to find the heavy pulse of ionization which 
could be expected from the fission and consequent 
release of energy. 

Before the experiments could be completed, 
however, Fermi left Columbia to attend a conference 
on theoretical physics at George Washington Univer
sity in Washington, D. C. Here Fermi and Bohr ex
changed information and discussed the problem of 
fission, Fermi mentioned the possibility that neutrons 
might be emitted in the process. In this conversation, 
their ideas of the possibility of a chain reaction began 
to crystallize. 

Before the meeting was over, experimental 
confirmation of Meitner and Frisch 's deduction was 
obtained from four laboratories in the United States 
(Carnegie Institution of Washington, Columbia, Johns 
Hopkins, and the University of California). Later it 
was learned that similar confirmatory experiments 
had been made by Frisch and Meitner on 15 January. 
Frederic Joliot-Curie in France, too, confirmed the 
results and published them in the 30 January issue of 
the French scientific journal, Comptes rendus. 

On 27 February 1939, the Canadian born Walter 
H. Zinn and Leo Szilard, a Hungarian, both working 
at Columbia University, began their experiments to 
find the number of neutrons emitted by the fissioning 
uranium. At the same time, Fermi, and his associ
ates, Herbert L. Anderson and H. B. Hanstein, 
commenced their investigation of the same problem. 
The results of these experiments were published side-
by-side in the April edition of the Physical Review and 
showed that a chain reaction might be possible since 
the uranium emitted additional neutrons when it 
fissioned. 

These measurements of neutron emission by 
Fermi, Zinn, Szilard, Anderson, and Hanstein were 
highly significant steps toward a chain reaction. 

Further impetus to the work on a uranium re 
actor was given by the discovery of plutonium at the 
Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California, in March 
1940. This element, unknown in nature, was formed 
by uranium-238 capturing a neutron, and thence under
going two successive changes in atomic structure with 
the emission of beta particles. Plutonium, it was 
believed, would undergo fission as did the rare isotope 
of uranium, U . Meanwhile, at Columbia, Fermi 
and Zinn and their associates were working to deter-
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mine operationally possible designs of a uranium 
chain reactor. Among other things, they had to find 
a suitable moderating material to slow down the neu
trons travelling at relatively high velocities. In July 
1941 experiments with uranium were started to 
obtain measurements of the reproduction factor 
(called "k"), which was the key to the problem of a 
chain reaction. If this factor could be made sufficient
ly greater than 1, a chain reaction could be made to 
take place in a mass of material of practical dimen
sions. . If it were less than 1, no chain reaction could 
occur. 

Since impurities in the uranium and in the mod
erator would capture neutrons and make them 
unavailable for further reactions, and since neutrons 
would escape from the pile without encountering 
uranium-235 atoms, it was not known whether a value 
for "k" greater than unity could ever be obtained. 

Fortunate it was, that the obtaining of a repro-
• duction factor greater than 1 was a complex and 

difficult problem. If Hitler's scientists had discover
ed the secret of controlling the neutrons and had 
obtained a working value of "k", they would have been 
well on the way toward producing an atomic bomb for 
the Nazis. 

One of the first things that had to be determined 
was how best to place the uranium in the reactor. 
Fermi and Szilard suggested placing the uranium in 
a matrix of the moderating material, thus forming a 
cubical lattice of uranium. This placement appeared 
to offer the best opportunity for a neutron to encounter 
a uranium atom. Of all the materials which possessed 
the proper moderating qualities, graphite was the only 
one which could be obtained in sufficient quantity of 
the desired degree of purity. 

The study of graphite-uranium lattice reactors 
was started at Columbia in July 1941, but after re
organization of the uranium project in December 1941, 
Arthur H. Compton was placed in charge of this phase 
of the work, under the Office of Scientific Research 
and Development, and it was decided that the chain 
reactor programme should be concentrated at the 
University of Chicago. Consequently, early in 1942 
the Columbia and Princeton groups were transferred 
to Chicago where the Metallurgical Laboratory was 
established. 

In a general way, the experimental nuclear 
physics group under Fermi was primarily concerned 
with getting a chain reaction going; the chemistry 
division organized by F. H. Spedding (later in turn 
under S.K. Allison, J. Franck, W. C. Johnson, and 
T. Hogness) with the chemistry of plutonium and with 
separation methods, and the theoretical group under 
E .P . Wigner with designing production piles. However, 
the problems were intertwined and the various sci
entific and technical aspects of the fission process 
were studied in whatever group seemed best equipped 
for the particular task. 

This is the only photograph of the world's first 
reactor taken during its construction at the 
University of Chicago. Taken in November 1942, 
the photograph shows the basic design of the 
pile, with alternate layers of graphite containing 
uranium metal and uranium oxide and spaced by 
layers of "dead" graphite (Photo Argonne National 

Laboratory) 

At Chicago, the work on sub-critical size piles 
was continued. By July 1942 the measurements ob
tained from these experimental piles had gone far 
enough to permit a choice of design for a test pile of 
critical size. At that time, the dies for the pressing 
of the uranium oxides were designed by Zinn and 
ordered made. It was a fateful step, since the entire 
construction of the pile depended upon the shape and 
size of the uranium pieces. 

It was necessary to use uranium oxides because 
metallic uranium of the desired degree of purity did 
not exist. Although several manufacturers were at
tempting to produce the uranium metal, it was not 
until November that any appreciable amount was avail
able. By mid-November, Westinghouse Electric and 
Manufacturing Company, Metal Hydrides Company, 
and F. H. Spedding, who was working at Iowa State 
College at Ames, Iowa, had delivered several tons of 
the highly purified metal which was placed in the pile, 
as close to the centre as possible. The procurement 
programme for moderating material and uranium 
oxides had been handled by Norman Hilberry. R. L. 
Doan headed the procurement programme for pure 
uranium metal. 

Although the dies for the pressing of the uranium 
oxides were designed in July, additional measurements 
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were necessary to obtain information about control
ling the reaction, to revise estimates as to the final 
critical size of the pile, and to develop other data. 
Thirty experimental sub-critical piles were construc
ted before the final pile was completed. 

Meantime, in Washington, Vannevar Bush, 
Director of the Office of Scientific Research and 
Development, had recommended to President Roose
velt that a special Army Engineer organization be 
established to take full responsibility for the devel
opment of the atomic bomb. During the summer, the 
Manhattan Engineer District was created, and in 
September 1942 Major General L. R. Groves assumed 
command. 

Construction of the main pile at Chicago started 
in November. The project gained momentum, with 
machining of the graphite blocks, pressing of the 
uranium oxide pellets, and the design of instruments. 
Fermi 's two "construction" crews, one under Zinn 
and the other under Anderson, worked almost around 
the clock. V.C. Wilson headed up the instrument 
work. 

Original estimates as to the critical size of the 
pile were pessimistic. As a further precaution, it 
was decided to enclose the pile in a balloon cloth bag 
which could be evacuated to remove the neutron-
capturing air. 

This balloon cloth bag was constructed by 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. Specialists in 
designing gasbags for lighter-than-air craft, the 
company's engineers were a bit puzzled about the aer
odynamics of a square balloon. Security regulations 
forbade informing Goodyear of the purpose of the 
envelope and so the Army's new square balloon was 
the butt of much joking. 

The bag was hung with one side left open; in the 
centre of the floor a circular layer of graphite bricks 
was placed. This and each succeeding layer of the 
pile was braced by a wooden frame. Alternate layers 
contained the uranium. By this layer-on-layer con
struction a roughly spherical pile of uranium and 
graphite was formed. 

Facilities for the machining of graphite bricks 
were installed in the West Stands. Week after week 
this shop turned out graphite bricks. This work was 
done under the direction of Zinn's group, by skilled 
mechanics led by millwright August Knuth. In October 
Anderson and his associates joined Zinn's men. 

Describing this phase of the work, Albert 
Wattenberg, one of Zinn's group, said: "We found out 
how coal miners feel. After eight hours of machining 
graphite, we looked as if we were made up for a min
strel. One shower would remove only the surface 
graphite dust. About a half-hour after the first showers 
the dust in the pores of your skin would start oozing. 

Walking around the room where we cut the graphite 
was like walking on a dance floor. Graphite is a dry 
lubricant, you know, and the cement floor covered with 
graphite dust was slippery. " 

Before the structure was half complete, meas
urements indicated that the critical size at which the 
pile would become self-sustaining was somewhat less 
than had been anticipated in the design. 

Day after day the pile grew toward its final 
shape. And as the size of the pile increased, so did 
the nervous tension of the men working on it. Log
ically and scientifically they knew this pile would 
become self-sustaining. It had to. All the measure
ments indicated that it would. But still the demon
stration had to be made. As the eagerly awaited 
moment drew nearer, the scientists gave greater 
and greater attention to details, the accuracy of 
measurements, and exactness of their construction 
work. 

Guiding the entire pile construction and design 
was the nimble-brained Fermi, whose associates 
described him as "completely self-confident but 
wholly without conceit". 

So exact were Fermi ' s calculations, based on 
the measurements taken from the partially finished 
pile, that days before its completion and demonstra
tion on 2 December, he was able to predict almost to 
the exact brick the point at which the reactor would 
become self-sustaining. 

But with all their care and confidence, few in 
the group knew the extent of the heavy bets being 
placed on their success. In Washington, the Manhat
tan District had proceeded with negotiations with 
E.I . duPont de Nemours and Company to design, build, 
and operate a plant based on the principles of the then 
unproved Chicago pile. The $350 000 000 Hanford 
Engineer Works at Pasco, Washington, was to be the 
result. 

At Chicago during the early afternoon of 
1 December, tests indicated that critical size was 
rapidly being approached. At 4. 00 p. m. Zinn's group 
was relieved by the men working under Anderson. 
Shortly afterwards, the last layer of graphite and 
uranium bricks was placed on the pile. Zinn, who re
mained, and Anderson made several measurements 
of the activity within the pile. They were certain that 
when the control rods were withdrawn, the pile would 
become self-sustaining. Both had agreed, however, 
that should measurements indicate the reaction would 
become self-sustaining when the rods were withdrawn, 
they would not start the pile operating until Fermi and 
the rest of the group could be present. Consequently, 
the control rods were locked and further work was 
postponed until the following day. 

That night the word was passed to the men who 
had worked on the pile that the trial run was due the 
next morning. 
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DEC. 2 1942 START-UP 
OF 

FIRST SELF-SUSTAINING CHAIN REACTION 
NEUTRON INTENSITY IN THE PILE AS RECORDED BY A GALVANOMETER 

EUTRON 
TENSITY 

TIME \ / 
CONTROL RODS 

REMOVED 
LEVELING OF 

INTENSITY INOCATES 
PILE NOT YET 

"CRITICAL" 

\ 
SHARP DROP DUE 
TO CHANGE IN 

SCALE OF 
RECORDING INSTRUMENT 

/ 
SELF SUSTAINING 

REACTION 
EXPONENTIAL RSE OF 

INTENSITY WITH NO 
EVIDENCE OF 
LEVELING OFF 

SHARP DROP IN 
INTENSITY DUE 
TO INSERTION 

OF CONTROL ROD 

Photocopy of the instrument chart used during the 
start-up of the Chicago pile. This chart is often 
referred to as the " birth cert i f icate" of the atomic 

age (Photo Argonne National Laboratory) 

About 8. 30 on the morning of Wednesday 2 De
c e m b e r the group began to a s s e m b l e in the squash 
cour t . 

At the nor th end of the squash court was a ba l 
cony about ten feet above the floor of the court . F e r m i , 
Zinn, Anderson and Compton were grouped around 
ins t ruments at the eas t end of the balcony. The r e 
mainder of the o b s e r v e r s crowded the li t t le balcony. 
R. G. Nobles, one of the young sc ient is t s who worked 
on the pile, put it this way: "The control cabinet was 
surrounded by the 'big wheels ' ; the ' l i t t le wheels ' had 
to stand back. " 

On the floor of the squash cour t , jus t benea th 
the balcony, stood George Weil , whose duty it was 
to handle the final control rod. In the pile were three 
se ts of control rods . One set was automatic and could 
be control led from the balcony. Another was an 
emergency safety rod. Attached to one end of this rod 
was a rope running through the pile and weighted 
heavily on the opposite end. The rod was withdrawn 
from the pile and tied by another rope to the balcony. 
Hilberry was ready to cut this rope with an axe should 
something unexpected happen, o r incase the automatic 
safety rods failed. The thi rd rod, operated by Weil, 
was the one which actually held the react ion in check 
until withdrawn the p rope r dis tance. 

Since this demonstrat ion was new and different 
f rom anything e v e r done before , complete r e l i ance 
was not placed on mechanically operated control rods. 
The re fo re , a " l iqu id-cont ro l squad", composed of 
Harold Lich tenberger , W. Nyer , and A. C. Graves , 
stood on a platform above the pi le . They were p r e 
pared to flood the pile with cadmium-sa l t solution in 
case of mechanical failure of the control rods . 

Each group rehearsed i ts par t of the experiment. 

At 9.45 Fe rmi ordered the electr ical ly operated 
cont ro l rods withdrawn. The man at the cont ro ls 
threw the switch to withdraw them. A s m a l l motor 
whined. All eyes watched the l ights which indicated 
the r o d s ' position. 

But quickly, the balcony group turned to watch 
the counters, whose clicking stepped up after the rods 
were out. The indicators of these counters resembled 
the face of a clock, with "hands" to indicate neutron 
count. Nearby was a r eco rde r , whose quivering pen 
t r aced the neutron activity within the pile. 

Shortly af ter ten o 'c lock, F e r m i o r d e r e d the 
emergency rod, cal led "Zip" , pulled out and t ied. 

"Zip out", said Fe rmi . Zinn withdrew "Zip" by 
hand and tied it to the balcony ra i l . Weil stood ready 
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by the "vernier" control rod which was marked to 
show the number of feet and inches which remained 
within the pile. 

At 10. 37 Fermi, without taking his eyes off the 
instruments, said quietly: "Pull it to 13 feet, George. " 
The counters clicked faster. The graph pen moved 
up. All the instruments were studied and computa
tions were made. 

"This is not it", said Fermi. "The trace will 
go to this point and level off. " He indicated a spot on 
the graph. In a few minutes the pen came to the in
dicated point and did not go above that point. Seven 
minutes later Fermi ordered the rod out another 
foot. 

Again the counters stepped up their clicking, the 
graph pen edged upwards. But the clicking was irreg
ular. Soon it levelled off, as did the thin line of the 
pen. The pile was not self-sustaining - yet. 

At eleven o'clock, the rod came out another six 
inches; the result was the same: an increase in rate 
followed by the levelling off. 

Fifteen minutes later, the rod was further with
drawn and at 11. 25 was moved again. Each time the 
counters speeded up, the pen climbed a few points. 
Fermi predicted correctly every movement of the 
indicators. He knew the time was near. He wanted 
to check everything again. The automatic control rod 
was reinserted without waiting for its automatic 
feature to operate. The graph line took a drop, the 
counters slowed abruptly. 

At 11. 35, the automatic safety rod was with
drawn and set. The control rod was adjusted and "Zip" 
was withdrawn. Up went the counters, clicking, 
clicking faster and faster. It was the clickety-click 
of a fast train over the rails. The graph pen started 
to climb. Tensely, the little group watched, and 
waited, entranced by the climbing needle. 

Whrrrump! As if by a thunder clap, the spell 
was broken. Every man froze - then breathed a sigh 
of relief when he realized the automatic rod had 
slammed home. The safety point at which the rod 
operated automatically had been set too low. 

"I'm hungry", said Fermi. "Let's go to lunch. " 
Perhaps, like a great coach, Fermi knew when 

his men needed a "break". 

It was a strange "between halves" respite. They 
got no pep talk. They talked about everything else but 
the "game". The redoubtable Fermi, who never says 
much, had even less to say. But he appeared supremely 
confident. His "team" was back on the squash court 
at 2. 00 p. m. Twenty minutes later, the automatic 
rod was reset and Weil stood ready at the control rod. 

"All right, George", called Fermi, and Weil 
moved the rod to a predetermined point. The spec
tators resumed their watching and waiting, watching 

the counters spin, watching the graph, waiting for the 
settling down and computing the rate of r ise of r e 
action from the indicators. 

At 2. 50 the control rod came out another foot. 
The counters nearly jammed, the pen headed off the 
graph paper. But this was not it. Counting ratios and 
the graph scale had to be changed. 

"Move it six inches", said Fermi at 3. 20. Again 
the change - but again the levelling off. Five minutes 
later, Fermi called: "Pull it out another foot. " 

Weil withdrew the rod. 

"This is going to do it", said Fermi toCompton, 
standing at his side. "Now it will become self-
sustaining. The trace will climb and continue to 
climb. It will not level off. " 

Fermi computed the rate of rise of the neutron 
counts over a minute period. He silently, grim-faced, 
ran through some calculations on his slide rule. 

In about a minute he again computed the rate of 
r i se . If the rate was constant and remained so, he 
would know the reaction was self-sustaining. His 
fingers operated the slide rule with lightning speed. 
Characteristically, he turned the rule over and jotted 
down some figures on its ivory back. 

Three minutes later he again computed the rate 
of r ise in neutron count. The group on the balcony 
had by now crowded in to get an eye on the instruments, 
those behind craning their necks to be sure they would 
know the very instant history was made. In the back
ground could be heard William Overbeck calling out 
the neutron count over an annunciator system. Leona 
Marshall (the only> girl present), Anderson, and 
William Sturm were recording the readings from the 
instruments. By this time the click of the counters 
was too fast for the human ear. The clickety-click 
was now a steady B r r r r r r r r r r . Fermi, unmoved, 
unruffled, continued his computations. 

"I couldn't see the instruments", said Weil. 
"I had to watch Fermi every second, waiting for 
orders. His face was motionless. His eyes darted 
from one dial to another. His expression was so calm 
it was hard. But suddenly, his whole face broke into 
a broad smile. " 

Fermi closed his slide rule -

"The reaction is self-sustaining", he announced 
quietly, happily. "The curve is exponential. " 

The group tensely watched for twenty-eight 
minutes while the world's first nuclear chain reactor 
operated. 

The upward movement of the pen was leaving 
a straight line. There was no change to indicate a 
levelling off. This was it. 

"O.K., 'Zip' in", called Fermi to Zinn who 
controlled that rod. The time was 3. 53 p. m. Abruptly, 
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the counters slowed down, the pen slid down across 
the paper. It was all over. 

Man had initiated a self-sustaining nuclear re 
action - and then stopped it. He had released the 
energy of the atom's nucleus and controlled that 
energy. 

Right after Fermi ordered the reaction stopped, 
the Hungarian-born theoretical physicist Eugene 
Wigner presented him with a bottle of Chianti wine. 
All through the experiment Wigner had kept this wine 
hidden behind his back. 

Fermi uncorked the wine bottle and sent out for 
paper cups so all could drink. He poured a little wine 
in all the cups, and silently, solemnly, without toasts, 
the scientists raised the cups to their lips - the Can
adian Zinn, the Hungarians Szilard and Wigner, the 
Italian Fermi, the Americans Compton, Anderson, 

Hilberry, and a score of others. They drank to suc
cess - and to the hope they were the first to succeed. 

A small crew was left to straighten up, lock 
controls, and check all apparatus. As the group filed 
from the West Stands, one of the guards asked Zinn: 

"What's going on. Doctor, something happen in 
there?" 

The guard did not hear the message which 
Arthur Compton was giving James B. Conant at 
Harvard, by long-distance telephone. Their code was 
not prearranged. 

"The Italian navigator has landed in the New 
World", said Compton. 

"How were the natives?" asked Conant. 

"Very friendly. " 
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